TEA MENU

GREAT TEA,
PURE AND SIMPLE.
As a young girl, I still remember those early mornings
when my grandmother would fire up an old iron teapot
full of spring water to begin her day. My dream with
Miro Tea began with the simple idea that people could
enjoy fresh, artisan-quality teas in a vibrant, community-oriented café. I wanted to give people the freedom
to sample great teas and feel much like I did when I
sipped that first cup with my grandmother—intrigued,
grounded, and completely at peace.

—Jeannie Liu, Founder
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6 | China

OLD MOUNTAIN OF SHANDONG
This unique tea comes from a lesser known location
for tea production, Northeast China. Produced by a
single tea farming family, this tea is grown and
harvested in Laoshan village in Shandong China. The
brew is sweet, chocolatey and thick, making this a
very satisfying and hearty tea for everyday drinking.

Black Tea

BLACK TEA | China
The Chinese first created black teas in the 19th century
because their green teas were too delicate to survive
the long voyage to the lucrative and demanding British

Cup 5.00

& European trading markets. Today, Chinese black teas

2 oz 174 oz 32-

are unmatched for their complexity and the artisanship
employed in crafting their gorgeous leaf appearances.
WUYI BLACK

GOLDEN MONKEY SUPREME
Named for its golden leaf buds, this nectar-like premium
black tea has a unique honey-woody flavor that gradually
fills your mouth as you sip.
Cup 5.00

This one has quickly become a staff favorite. Heavy
but smooth black tea with dried fruit and honey
notes. Try this one with or without milk.
Cup 5.00

2 oz 17

2 oz 164 oz 30-

4` oz 22KEEMUN SUPREME (Keemun Hao Ya)

YUNNAN GOLD FANCY

The highest grade Keemun, this Hao Ya grade offers a
delicate, dark, and sweet array of flavors.
2 oz 15-

Large and lovely, gold leaves covered in soft down. This
top-grade Chinese black tea offers a flawlessly smooth
finish, a sweet aftertaste that continues long after
swallowing, and a mellow mouth feel.

4 oz 28-

Cup 5.00

Cup 4.75

2 oz 204 oz 38-

BI LO CHUN BLACK
Beautiful golden tippy rolled leaves from Lin Cang
Prefecture in Yunnan, more specifically in Fengqing
county. Dried leaves show a heady sweetness of
dried prunes and the same notes can be found in the
rich brew. A highly enjoyable tea!
Cup 5.00

2 oz 174 oz 32-

LAPSANG SOUCHONG
This Wuyi-region black is well known for its combination
of rich, smoky wood-firing and bold, black sweetness.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

BLACK TEA | Assam & Darjeeling
Although the indigenous use of tea plants were reported
in India over a thousand years ago, the principal of tea
production and culture occurred in the 1800s when
tea-thirsty Britain expanded tea produciton in its Indian
colonies in response to Chinese trade embargoes.
Assam and Darjeeling teas, named after their regions,
are two of the most famous categories of Indian teas.
Assam teas came to be known for their rich and malty
character, strong enough to handle milk and sugar.
Darjeeling teas are known for their delicate floral notes.

HARMUTTY ASSAM
Full of golden tips, this classic Assam is both rich and
floral. Produces a malty and sweeter cup of tea, which
stands well with or without milk.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 11-

JUNGPANA DARJEELING 2ND FLUSH
This tea is a delicious representation of a top-quality
2nd flush Darjeeling. Rich & bold flavors fill the
mouth with woody, sweet, floral and citrus notes.

4 oz 20Cup 4.75-

4oz

MOKALBARI ASSAM
This tea has larger leaves than your average Assam,
giving it a broader, more complex, and slightly woody
yet pleasant aftertaste. An excellent Assam by itself.
Cup 4.75-

2oz 15-

2 oz 144 oz 26-

28-

MUSCATEL VALLEY 2ND FLUSH DARJEELING
This
fhis autumn flush Darjeeling off,
o ers
ders a broad, round,
roun
mellowy,dand sweet muscatel flavor with slightly woody
mellow
woo
notes. A customer favorite.
Cup5.00-

2 oz 184 oz 34-

ARYA FIRST FLUSH DARJEELING
Grown by the Buddhist monks that tend the
legendary Arya tea estate, this handpicked 1st flush
is is a treat. It offers a heady cup with a delicate
astrigency and notes of hayand hops , like a stroll
through the tea garden itself .
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 174 oz 32-

RISHEEHAT 2ND FLUSH DARJEELING
A super premium muscatel Darjeeling from one of
the few certified organic tea estates in the
region. This tea is deep in flavor, with a good
medium body, natural sweetness and the sought
after character of muscatel in its flavor.
Cup 5.00-

2 oz 174 oz 32-

Black Tea

8 | Nilgiri

BLACK TEA | Nilgiri

BLACK TEA | Blended British Tea

The Nilgiri (Blue Hills) Mountains of southern India are

Since their introduction in the 17th century, tea has made

more ancient than the Himalayas and reach as high as

its way into British culture and history. The popularity

8,202 feet in elevation. The combination of elevation,

and high demand for tea in Great Britain contributed to

weather conditions, and rich soils from lush rain forests

the beginning of blended teas, the most famous being

contribute to the perfect tea-growing conditions famous

the Earl Grey and English Breakfast blends.

in that region. While most teas are typically harvested in
the spring and summer times, the most saught after
Nilgiris are harvested in the winter, between December
and March.

CORSLEY NILGIRI

EARL GREY

Nilgiri teas offer a balance between the aggressive
boldness of Assams and the light complexity of
Darjeelings. This Corsley Nilgiri has an especially sweet
opening flavor without any harshness.

Large, fancy leaves and top-quality, cooling Bergamot
oil. You won’t find a richer or more delicious Earl Grey.

Cup 4.75-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 8-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

4 oz 14BLACK ORCHID

EARL GREY de la CRÈME

This special tea was created in collaboration with Tea
Studio, an innovative Nilgiri tea producer in India.
Unlike any nilgiri, this tea is rich, smooth, with a nice
depth that makes this tea a satisfying choice for the
black tea lover.

A creamy spin on a favorite. This blend includes vanilla
and blue cornflowers and makes for an especially
creamy treat when paired with milk.

Cup 4.75-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

2 oz 154 oz 28EARL OF LAVENDER Organic

NILGIRI FROST
Nilgiri high mountain teas are a delicious collision of
worlds- burnt sugar and muscatel of a 2nd flush
Darjeeling meet a sage-like herbaceousness all its
own. Lighter than other Indian black teas, yet just as
satisfying.
Cup 5-

1 oz 122 oz 23-

A great choice for Earl Grey lovers who are interested
in branching out into slightly newer territory. Indian
black tea with lavender flowers.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 134 oz 24-
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BLACK TEA | Blended
Black Tea

Because of their malty, mellow, and smooth flavors,
black teas blend very well with many other ingredients,
making a huge variety of flavors possible. Our black tea
blends combine fine black teas with herbs, essential
oils, natural flavors, and dried fruits, providing a wide
ENGLISH BREAKFAST Organic
Our favorite high-grade English breakfast is a blend of
Assam, Nilgiri, and Ceylon black teas. Brisk, bold black
tea that will help you start your day.
Cup 4.75-

range of options to keep even the most relentless tea
enthusiast busy.

2 oz 114 oz 20-

IRISH BREAKFAST

BLACK CURRANT

This blend of Indian and Chinese black teas includes a
generous helping of gold tips, lending this tea a nice,
malty sweetness that is stronger than its English
counterpart.

Black tea blended with black currants. Berry aroma and
a fruity finish. This also makes a great iced tea.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

10 | Blended

Black Tea

BOURBON BARREL BLACK
This special tea was created in house with our
Wuyi Black tea. We aged and further flavored the
tea in a real bourbon barrel with a 12 year
bourbon. The strong heady notes of bourbon is
abundant but not overpowering and pairs
exceptionally well with the dried fruit notes of the
Wuyi tea.
Cup 5.50-

JASMINE BLACK
Unsmoked lapsang souchong tossed with dried
jasmine blossoms creates an intoxicating brew.
Equally grounding and elevating, this tea will
whisk you away with its scent and bring you back
to your senses with a boost of caffeine!

2 oz 204 oz 38-

Cup5

2 oz 184 oz 34-

COLOMBIAN CACAO BLACK

MANGO REDUX Organic

This organic Colombian tea blend is a high elevation
tea, grown in the west Andes mtns, This blend
possess a refined dark chocolate character,
sweetened by its natural notes of

Mango pieces, marigold flowers, and passion fruit
make this tea a complex and full-bodied beverage that
is great hot or iced

Cup 5-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 17-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

4 oz 32COCONUT VANILLA BLACK
This blend of vanilla, coconut, and black tea offers a
creamy, smooth mouth feel enjoyable on its own or
with milk.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

OSMANTHUS BLACK
Osmanthus is a beloved flower in China known
for imparting a distinct peachy sweetness.
Blended here with unsmoked lapsang souchong,
this pairing puts notes of chocolate, peach and
muscatel on center stage.
2 oz 20Cup 5.504 oz 38PEACH APRICOT BLACK
One of our most delicious blends, Peach Apricot includes both fruit and natural fruit essence, with a taste
just like the ripe fruits themselves.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 124 oz 22-

Other | 11

OTHER BLACK TEAS
Black Tea

Although India and China are the two largest producers
of premium black teas, many other countries have begun
producing excellent teas. We are proud to offer the

BLACK TEA | Seasonal

finest sampling of the world’s “newest” up-and-coming
tea producers.

RISHEEHAT DARJEELING 2 ND FLUSH Organic
Excellent flowery muscatel flavor with a peppery
sensation on the palate. Comes from a renowned
organic Darjeeling estate.
Cup 5-

2 oz 174 oz 32-

ST JAMES CEYLON

SHANGRI-LA GOLD

Lovers of no-nonsense breakfast tea, rejoice! Grown
in the same region as the original Lipton stock that
brought tea to the American working class, this
Ceylon is a bold, robust cup to start your day with.

The distinctive characteristics of this tea can be
attributed to its proximity to the Himalayan
mountains as well as the care and craftsmanship of
its growers in Nepal. Smooth, rich, sweet and malty
with honey-comb and cacao notes.
2 oz 18Cup 5

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 94 oz 16-

4 oz 34NEW VITHANA CEYLON
This premium Orange Pekoe Ceylon is a real treasure.
Its trademark Ceylon flavor is smooth and mellow, with
less harshness than lower-grade teas and a truly
unique, woody, and malted aftertaste.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 124 oz 22-

SUN MOON LAKE Taiwan
This special black tea is produced from a hybrid of native
Taiwanese and Indian Assam cultivars. Unlike typical
Assams, this one is naturally sweet with prune and
lychee notes and a hint of wintergreen in the end. This
tea is rich yet drinkable and smooth.
Cup 5.50-

1 oz 18

2 oz 34MILIMA KENYA
Kenya is Africa’s biggest tea-producer. This single-estate Milima black is bold, brisk, and potent, not unlike
teas from the more famous Assam region. A good mix
of golden bud tips makes this bend sweet with few
harsh notes.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 94 oz 16-

CHAI

CHAI
Chai

Spiced Chai is one of India’s most impressive contributions to the world of tea. Usually paired with milk, these
tea blends are sweet, spicy, and always interesting.
Our chai teas are available loose, steeped in water, or
steeped in milk as chai lattes.

GREEN CHAI

ROOIBOS CHAI Organic

Indian green tea, cinnamon chips, almond cloves, and
cardamom. This blend is lower in caffeine, but no less
spicy than our other chais.

Our caffeine-free chai, spiced with ramon nut,
cardamom, ginger, clove, and black pepper. Perfect for
those late evenings when you need a spicy chai,
without the caffeine.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

MASALA CHAI

TRADITIONAL CHAI

This spicy chai includes ginger root, cinnamon,
cardamom, and vanilla. By far our boldest and spiciest
chai, the Masala Chai is robust steeped in water or milk.

Crushed cardamom seeds, vanilla, and black tea, and is
usually enjoyed by guests at traditional Indian weddings.
This is the milder of our black tea-based chais.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 94 oz 16

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 104 oz 18-

MATE CHAI

CHAGA CHAI

A rich and hearty blend of roasted Yerba Mate,
cardamom, ginger, cinnamon and vanilla. This unusual
chai is both satisfying and energizing.

We created this hearty chai for the chai lover who is
looking for an herbal chai that is both functional and
delicious. Chaga root is known as a nutrient dense
superfood that is packed with antioxidants. Known
to improve immunity, chronic inflammation, and
blood sugar and cholesterol levels. Chaga
mushrooms, Ginger root, Cinnamon chips, green
cardamom, sunroot.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

Cup 5-

2 oz 184 oz 32-

GREEN TEA

China
Japan
Blended
Seasonal

GREEN TEA | China
Green Tea

China, the birthplace of tea, exports many different
varieties of tea. However, green tea has always been the
most popular domestically—and for good reason.
Nowhere else on earth produces as many varieties, and
the freshness and delicacy of a recently harvested
Chinese green is a singular treat. From nutty to fruity,
vegetal to richly creamy, Chinese green teas bring life
and a restless sense of discovery to the underrated
world of green tea.

CLOUD & MIST
GUNPOWDER
This high-grade gunpowder is composed of tightly
rolled tea leaves and buds. Slightly smoky with a fruity
edge. A bold but palatable everyday tea.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 9-

This beautiful downy tippy tea is grown high up Mt.
Lu in Jianxi province, where the clouds and mist
cover of the mountains elevation give this tea its
name. Our version comprises mostly of downy tips,
making this an especially delicious and sweet tea.
Cup 5-

4 oz 16-

1 oz 112 oz 22-

DRAGON WELL (Long Jing)

SUPER MONKEY

This is a true West Lake Dragon Well, the first and
most famous producer of this popular green tea. Fine
tippy leaves produce classic Dragon Well green tea
flavor. Sweet, smooth, and notes of chestnut.

Super Monkey is a lovely tea, crafted from silvery buds
and young leaves. The fluffy, voluminous appearance
produces a sweet, almost buttery taste that is uncommon in green teas. A great value!

Cup 5-

2 oz 17-

Cup 4.75

4 oz 32-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

BI LO CHUN COMPETITION

SUPER PHOENIX

One of China's most famous varieties of green tea,
Bi Lo Chun (Green Snail) is the earliest harvest of
green tea, plucking only the first bud of the plant.
The flavor is light and sweet with a floral finish,
tasting like the bright spring day that it was
produced.

Buttery in texture and chestnut-y in flavor, this hand
rolled Chinese green is a great pick for those looking
to discover what the appeal of Chinese green teas is
about. Harvested once a year in southwest China.

Cup 5-

2 oz 174 oz 32-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 164 oz 30-

Green Tea

16 | Japan

GREEN TEA | Japan

HOJICHA Organic

Japan received its first tea plants from China along with
the Zen Buddhist tradition during the Song dynasty.

Hojicha is made from the roasted twigs of the tea
plant. It is almost entirely caffeine free and makes an
excellent toasty, robust cup of tea any time of the day.

Over several centuries it developed a character and

Cup 4.75-

production style. Japanese green teas are renowned

2 oz 124 oz 22-

for their delicate sweet, grassy flavors, and have
acheived worldwide acclaim for their unique character.

KABUSECHA
Similar to Gyokuro but grown with less depth of shade
and for a shorter period. Flavor is clear and
distinctively sweet with umami character. Delicious
and demonstrates clearly how Kabusecha is
distinctively different from Sencha and Gyokuro.
Cup 5.50-

2 oz 204 oz 38-

KUKICHA

GENMAICHA
Blend of Japanese Bancha and toasted brown rice.
The sweet, slightly grassy tea flavor blends deliciously
with the toasty grain flavors.

A vibrant blend of stems, stalks, and twigs of Japanese
green tea. This high-grade non-oxidized version is
both creamy in mouthfeel and deliciously rich in flavor.
Sweet and grassy, with a distinct note of seaweed.

Cup 4.75-

Cup 4.75

2 oz 104 oz 18-

2 oz 134 oz 24-

UJI GEN

MATCHA Organic

Same delicious Genmaicha as above with the added
boost of pure Matcha.

Stone-ground, powdered Japanese green tea.
Traditionally used in Japanese tea ceremony, Matcha is
renowned for its invigorating properties.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

Whisked 5Latte 5.50

2 oz 21-

GYOKURO

SENCHA

Gyokuru “Jade Dew” is the highest grade of Japanese
green tea available. Its fine, dark, glossy, needle-like
leaves infuse a bright green cup. Grassy sweetness
and a smooth finish.

This season’s Sencha is richer in flavor and demonstrates well the characteristics for which Japanese teas
are treasured. Smooth, fresh vegetal green tea flavor.

Cup 5.50-

2 oz 204 oz 38-

Cup 5-

2 oz 184 oz 34-
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GREEN TEA | Blended
Green Tea

The Chinese and Japanese have scented and flavored
green teas with flowers and herbs for hundreds of
years. At Miro, we offer blends that combine high-quality
green teas and flavor-enhancing fruits, flowers, & herbs.

EARL GREEN Organic

MOROCCAN MINT

This surprisingly interesting green tea blend is flavored
with Bergamot oil. A light, sweet, and energizing spin on
a classic tea.

A classic green blend of peppermint and rolled
Gunpowder tea, with a bold sweet and minty flavor.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 16-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 134 oz 24-

4 oz 30-

JASMINE MONKEY

SAKURA SENCHA

Our popular everyday jasmine tea: high-quality whole
leaf green tea blended with jasmine flowers and scent.
A slightly bold but naturally sweet flavor and body.

This is a very special and rare blend from Japan.
Blended with organic Sencha and real cherry blossoms
and leaves. A pure, elegant and delicious blend.

Cup 4.75

2 oz 124 oz 22-

JASMINE PEARLS Organic
Premium green tea buds hand-rolled with jasmine
flowers into tiny pearls. A slightly bold but pleasantly
fragrant flavor and scent.
Cup 5

2 oz 174 oz 32-

Cup 5-

2 oz 204 oz 38-

GREEN TEA | Seasonal

ANJI BAI CHAI China

Steeped in
tradition.

“Baicha” means “white tea”, but this strangely
named varietal is actually a perfect example of a
classic Chinese green. This beatutiful needle shaped
tea is characteristically smooth, delicate, and nutty
with a satisfyingly sweet finish.
Cup 5.00

1 oz 124 oz 24-

LU AN GUA PIAN China
One of China’s 10 famous teas. This green tea
comes from the Yellow Mountains in Anhui province.
Only the 1st full sized leaf is plucked to make this
tea. The result is a rich green tea full of depth but
without bitterness.
Cup 5.00

2 oz 194 oz 36-

TAIPING HOU KUI China
One of the top 10 teas of China. Leaves are hand
harvested, oven fired, rolled, then arranged and
pressed between cloth mesh screens. This harvest
was completely handmade and lovingly grown and
crafted by a single tea maker in Huangshan city in
Anhui Province.
Cup 5.00

1 oz 222 oz 42-

Oolong | 19

OOLONG TEA

China
Blends & More
Taiwan—Seasonal
Other Seasonal

20 | China

Oolong Tea

OOLONG TEA | China

PHOENIX DAN CONG

China’s oolongs offer something for all types of tea

From the ChaoZhou area of Guandong China, this tea
grows on tall tea trees and is hand harvested and processed by hand as well. This tea opens with fruity notes
of peach and longan fruit, then ends with a distinctive
hop finish. Great choice for Gongfu pots/cup preparation.

drinkers. Despite their diversity, our premium grade

Cup 5.50-

China’s oolongs, like its other tea types, span a marvelous
range of flavors, appearances, and processing methods.

Chinese oolongs share some important characteristics—

1 oz 132 oz 25-

they are always grown in ideal high-mountain regions
that have produced top-quality oolongs for hundreds of

GOLDEN TURTLE (SHUI JIN GUI)

years and their flavors offer complexity that shifts and

Medium roasted tea. One of the four famous teas of
WuYi mountains. Strong dark chocolate, smokiness
and slight floral aftertaste.

deepens with each successive steeping.

Cup 5.50-

4 oz 34-

BIG RED ROBE (Da Hong Pao)
This is the most famous Wuyi Rock oolong, grown in the
“inner mountain” area of Wuyi: medium roast, caramelized sweetness without obscuring the floral aspects or
the tea’s acidity and the characteristic high notes.
Cup 5.50

2 oz 18-

ROU GUI

1 oz 15-

Grown in the Wuyi mountains of Fujian Province, this
is one of the rock oolongs famous for the region. This
tea is loved for its wonderful balance of dark roast
and fruity notes along with a heady sweet aroma.

2 oz 30-

Cup 5.50-

1 oz 132 oz 26-

DRUNKEN GODDESS
The flavor of this Tieguanyin is slightly subtler than
its Monkey Picked counterpart. The flavor is lighter,
sweeter, and longer lasting.
Cup 5-

2 oz 19

WATER FAIRY (SHUI XIAN)
Dark oolong from Wuyi Mountain in Fujian province.
Dark roasted flavor with some honey fragrance.
Cup 5.50-

2 oz 184 oz 34-

4 oz 36WHITE PEACH DAN CONG
13 YEAR BIG RED ROBE
Harvested in 2006 and roasted 3 separate times
during its aging, this oolong is a superb twist on a
timeless classic. Charred wood and roasted currant
dance atop a granitic minerality for a big and bold
cup you wont want to miss
Cup 6.50

1 oz 192 oz 36-

A truly unique Dan Cong from the ChaoZhou area of
Guandong China, this tea is grown on tall tea trees and
is hand harvested on ladders and processed by hand.
The strong sweet white peach is easily detectable and
highly enjoyable.
Cup 5.50-

1 oz 202 oz 38-
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OOLONG TEA | Blends & More

OOLONG TEA | Taiwan—Seasonal
Oolong Tea

Taiwan is widely known as the source for the finest
rolled oolongs in the world, and is the sole producer of
numerous premium oolongs. Taiwanese oolongs run the
gamut from very slightly oxidized to heavily oxidized and
roasted, and the processing largely determines whether
the flavor will be either floral or fruity.

COCONUT OOLONG
Creamy and coconut-y without being overly so. The
natural delicate floral character of the baozhong oolong
pairs well with the sweet nuttiness of the coconut.
Cup 5

2 oz 184 oz 34-

LEMON BLOSSOM OOLONG Organic
A flowery, citrusy blend of oolong, jasmine blossoms,
lemon myrtle, orange oil, and rose flowers. The floral
notes of actual flowers compliment well with the tangy
citrus finish.
Cup 5-

This organically grown tea is from an award
winning tea farmer in Rueli region Alishan. Its
medium oxidation brings forth a different drinking
experience from typical greener versions of
Alishan teas. This is a heavier well-rounded oolong
with sweet floral profile and lingering warming
aftertaste.
Cup 5-

PLUM ROSE OOLONG Organic
A fruity blend of oolong, schizandra berries, rosehips,
hibiscus, and plum flavor. Simultaneously tart and
sweet with a complex and penetrating aroma.

BAI HAO (ORIENTAL BEAUTY)
Exceptionally sweet, this high-grade tea has just
the right amount of roast to balance and round it
out. The abundance of downy leaves helps bring
out the honey and orchid like notes. A highly
enjoyable tea
Cup 6-

2 oz 184 oz 34-

1 oz 172 oz 34-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

Cup 5

ALI SHAN SPRING

1 oz 222 oz 44-

BAOZHONG COMPETITION SPRING
Highly satisfying, richer than its spring version,
with umami-like depth and a wonderful lingering
of warm floral notes. Very well balanced

Cup 5.50-

1 oz 172 oz 34-

22 | Seasonal
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Oolong Tea

DRAGON EYE OOLONG
A highly oxidized & unusually sweet oolon. Named
after the Dragon Eye fruit because of how
distinctively it displays the same notes of the fruit
but created through technique and careful handling.
A truly unique creation.
Cup 5.50-

1 oz 172 oz 34-

LISHAN SPRING
This tea is provided to us from the same Lishan
farmer we have been working with for the last 10
years. His farm is one of the highest elevation
farms in Lishan. This batch of tea is his very first
harvest and shows with its light floral notes and
creamy aftertaste.
Cup 5-

1 oz 152 oz 30-

SHAN LIN XI SPRING
Shan Lin Xi’s are always such a special treat in the line
up of Taiwanese oolongs. They are a little bit of everything. This high mountain tea has the creaminess of a
Jinxuan, the heady floral of an Alishan and the depth &
fruitiness of a good Lishan. Apricot, roses and cherries.
Cup 5.50

1 oz 152 oz 30-

TWO SISTERS OOLONG
A very special oolong from the Son La region of
Vietnam. This tea was mid roasted to help bring out
its distinct fruity flavors and floral aroma. Apricot,
plum, and pineapple are some of the notes that we
found in this tea.
Cup 5.50
2 oz 224 oz 42JINXUAN
This tea was produced by one of our award winning
Alishan growers and won a 3 plum flower rating at
competition. This tea features the creamy body that
is characteristic of this cultivar with a full mouth
flavor of sweet fragrant flowers.
2 oz 18-

Cup 5.00

WENSHAN AGED BAOZHONG 1986
Smooth but with an interesting complexity for such an
old tea. There are hints of nuttiness, roast & sweetness.
A bit of honey and just enough astringency to help the
flavors linger. The Chai Qi (tea energy) effect is immediate. Rivals some of the best-aged puerhs.
Cup 6

4 oz 34CHARCOAL ROASTED AGED OOLONG

1 oz 18-

A highly oxidized and unusually sweet oolong, this
hand-roasted tea is like two teas in one. The honey
and apricot sweetness of an Oriental Beauty, and bold,
fragrant smokiness of a roasted and rolled tea. Ideal for
multiple infusions. Available in very limited quantities.

2 oz 36-

Cup

Cup 5.50

1 oz 142 oz 28-

1 oz 152 oz 30-

WENSHAN BAOZHONG FARMERS CHOICE
This is a highly satisfying Baozhong. Richer than its'
spring version, with a depth that resembles umami
in character and a wonderful long lingering of warm
floral notes. Not cloying and very well balanced in
taste, texture and fragrance.

5.50

DONG DING 2
The companion to Dong Ding 1, this version
demonstrates the effects of heavier roasting. A
richer, deeper and earthier experience that also
displays a sweet fruity character.
Cup 5.50-

1 oz 122 oz 26-

23 | Puerh
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OOLONG TEA |
A very special Taiwanese oolong produced from late
winter buds with a higher sugar content. A clean,
light, slightly dry liquor is juxtaposed by a unique
sweetness and complex, heady aroma.

Warmth and
renewal.

Cup 5.00

1 oz 132 oz 26-

GABA OOLONG
Carefully processed over multiple days in an
oxygen-free environment, this Taiwan oolong boasts
high levels of gamma butyric acid. Pleasant and
medium bodied wth bold notes of roasted pumpkin
and persimmon..
Cup 5.50

1 oz 152 oz 30-

JOY MOUNTAIN
An intensely fragrant high mountain oolong from
the lesser known He Huan Shan in Taiwan. The
strong floral aroma and mineral notes strike a near
perfect balance with a smooth well rounded body.
Cup 5.50

1 oz 202 oz 40-

RED OOLONG
Red oolongs are made by fully oxidizing leaves
typically reserved for producing oolong tea. The long
oxidation darkens the liquor both in color and flavor,
while also enhancing the
natural sweetness of the tea.
Cup 4-

1 oz 134 oz 26-

Oolong Tea

DONG PIAN

PUERH TEA

Ripened (Cooked/Shu)
Ripened—Seasonal
Raw (Sheng)—Seasonal
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Produced in China’s Yunnan province, Puerh tea perhaps
has the longest history of any tea still produced today.
There are two primary categories of puerh: raw (green

Cup 4.00

or sheng) puerh and ripened (cooked or shu) puerh.

1 oz

15-

Cake 65-

Pot 6.00

Both teas undergo a series of processing, compression,
and natural fermentation to enhance flavor and health
benefits over long periods of aging.

2010 SHIPUHAO BULANG GOLDEN SHOOT
Bulang Mountain is located in the famous Xishuangbanna
region. Very mellow easy drinking puerh for everyday
enjoyment. Brews dark and thick. The flavor is consistent
from beginning to end.
Cup 4-

1 oz 6- Cake 50-

Pot 6.00
EBONY EARTH
Individually wrapped mini bird’s nest shaped puerh
nuggets. A perfect, convenient size for one part of well
balanced, full bodied, and sweet ripened puerh flavor.
Steep longer for richer flavor.
Pot 4.50

2 oz 9-

8 oz 30-

4 oz 16-

1 lb 55-

2000 OLD WARRIOR
This tea comes to us from Crimson Lotus, a Seattle
based puerh producer. This is a medium body
cooked puerh with strong body of raw chocolate
and clove. Spicy and warming
1 oz 8-

Pot 6-

EACH 58-

2002 XIANG LONG "LUCKY DRAGON"
Ripe puerh for YiLiang XiangLong tea factory.
Natural dry aged in Hong Kong. Clean woody and
malty notes with a medium body. This is an
excellent tea to enjoy daily or on special occasions.
1 oz

Cup 3.50-

8-

CAKE- 55-

2 oz 8-

Cake 30-

Pot 5.50
2013 LUCKY CLOUD
This tea comes to us from Crimson Lotus, a Seattle
based puerh producer. The brew of this tea
displays a medium body. It is a woodsy puerh with
pleasant notes of bourbon vanilla. Easy to drink
Cup 4.00
Pot 5.50

Cup 4-

Cup 3.50

2011 SI YIN GONG TING
A potent full body cooked puerh with heavy flavor of
dry fruit. Great option for those that love a richer
puerh tea.

1 oz 7-

Cake 32-

Puerh Tea

2008 YIWU MT ARBOR CAMPHOR FRAGRANCE
A high mountain arbor tea from famous Yiwu mountain
in Lincang county. The old arbor trees are grown next
to camphor trees, which shades the plants and also
lends some of its camphor flavor into the tea. Brew is
pleasant with a balance of sweet and rich earthiness.

PUERH TEA | Ripened (Cooked/Shu)

Puerh Tea

PUERH TEA | Raw (Sheng)

SEE SEPARATE RAW PUERH MENU

PUERH TEA | Ripe Continued
2016 CHOCOLATE BAR PUERH
Convenience and flavor make this one of our most
unique puerh offerings. The special "chocolate bar"
shape allows puerh lovers to take their tea on the
go. The brew is clean, strong, and reminiscent of raw
chocolate and raisins.
Cup 3.50

Bar 12-

Pot 5.50
CHRYSANTHEMUM PUERH
2005 Imperial Puerh blended with our own Golden
Chrysanthemum blossoms. This is a high quality
version of a popular blend that is commonly drunk in
China for its benefit of cooling internal heat,
according to Chinese medicine. The sweetness of the
Chrysanthemum pairs well with the earthiness of the
puerh. Soothing tea that can be rebrewed several
times.
Cup 3.50
Pot

5.50

2 oz 13-

8 oz 45-

4 oz 24-

16 oz 85-
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WHITE TEA
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White Tea

WHITE TEA
White tea is the least processed of all true teas from
the Camellia sinensis plant. During processing, the tea
buds and leaves are withered and left to dry naturally
without any further heating or oxicdation that would
produce other tea varieties. In general white teas possess a light, naturally sweet flavor free from bitterness.
SILVER NEEDLE FENG QING
DEAR ROSE Organic
A blend of White Peony, rose buds, peppermint, and
green tea. A stunning blend of disparate elements that
produces a vibrant mix of flavors, yet at the same time
sweet, minty, and floral, with no flavor overpowering
the other.
Cup 5

2 oz 184 oz 34-

PEACH BLOSSOM Organic
White peony blended with peach blossoms to produce
a full-bodied combination of sweet, bold white tea
flavor, fruity peach notes, and a lingering floral aroma
from the blossoms.
Cup 5

2 oz 184 oz 34-

SHANGRI-LA WHITE
A beautiful tea both visually and in flavor. Evenly
sized downy silver tips provide delicate but
distinctive sweet and floral notes. The ease in
preparation and gentleness of flavor, makes this a
very peaceful and relaxing tea to enjoy.
Cup 5

1 oz 142 oz 26-

SILVER JASMINE Organic
Silver Needle white tea naturally flavored with jasmine
flowers and scent. The pungent, quenching flavor of
jasmine is a natural fit for the light, smooth character
of white tea.
Cup 5

2 oz 184 oz 34-

From Da Si village in Feng Qing county, Yunnan.
Thick and fragrant with notes of cinnamon. Long
lingering finish. Must try for White tea lovers.
Cup 5-

2 oz 18

-

4 oz 34WHITE PEONY (Bai Mu Dan)
The second classic white tea, based on a “bud and two
leaves” profile. Brews up slightly darker than Silver
Needle, with a more robust flavor that combines a trace
of woodiness with the characteristic honey-like white
tea flavor.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 154 oz 28-
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YERBA MATE
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Yerba Mate

YERBA MATE
Yerba Mate (“mah-tay”) is made from a small species of
the holly family native to South America, where the
Guarani Indians consumed it for hundreds of years.
During processing, the freshly picked leaves are
dehydrated and smoked through firing, ground into fine
pieces, then allowed to age for at least six months. Yerba
Mate contains stimulating chemical compounds that
are very similar to those found in coffee and tea. Yerba
Mate has an earthy, vegetal taste when consumed in its
traditional green form, and a smooth, darker flavor when
roasted. It also blends well with many other botanicals.

CIN-GIN MATE Organic

ROASTED MATE

An earthy mate blended with cinnamon, ginger root,
cardamom, and licorice root. This unique combination
has a spicy, sweet edge.

Yerba Mate leaves acquire a smooth smokiness when
roasted. A superbly mellow beverage fit for enjoying in
the morning or on a relaxing afternoon.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 10-

Cup 4.75-

4 oz 18-

MINT MATE Organic
Mate and peppermint, combined to create an energetic
beverage that is both stimulating to your body as well
as lively on the palate.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 104 oz 18-

2 oz 104 oz 18-

YERBA MATE
Traditional green yerba mate. Fresh, earthy and stimulating—it can be lightly steeped to make a subtle, complex beverage or brewed strong for powerful energy
that will last all day long.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 104 oz 18-
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ROOIBOS

Rooibos
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ROOIBOS

GREEN ROOIBOS Organic

Naturally caffeine-free.

African bush. When the bush’s leaves are cut, crushed,

Nonoxidized pure rooibos, boasting an even higher
antioxidant content and superior health benefits when
compared to traditional rooibos. Flavor is bright, conbining the woody sweetness of traditional rooibos with
lively freshness.

and oxidized, they develop their trademark red color.

Cup 4.75-

Rooibos (“roy-boss”) is a naturally caffeine-free South

Rooibos has a smooth, slightyly fruity, roasted flavor
and aroma, as well as numerous health benefits and

2 oz 114 oz 20-

HIBISCUS RED Organic

mineral content.

Rooibos, hibiscus, honeybush, lemongrass, schizandra
berry, rosehips, licorice root, orange peel and oil,
passion fruit, tangerine, clove, and mango. Fruity,
citrusy, with a tart finish.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 134 oz 24-

AFRICANA

JOHANNESBURG

Rooibos, cornflowers, and blue mallow blossoms with
orange and vanilla. A creamy, citrusy combination.
2 oz 11-

Named for South Africa’s largest city, this blend combines rooibos with allmond to produce a nutty, rounded
flavor. A customer favorite.

4 oz 20-

Cup 4.75-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

BOURBON ST RED

MINT RED Organic

Rooibos flavored with vanilla and bourbon. A velvety
textured beverage with a rich, full-bodied vanilla sweetness and a deep, roasted character.

Premium rooibos blended with peppermint leaves. The
calming properties of rooibos and the digestive stimulation of peppermint combine to make this a perfect
tea to drink after a heavy meal or for an upset stomach.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

EARL GREY ROOIBOS

MIROBERRY RED

An excellent choice when you want the cooling freshness of Earl Grey without the caffeine. This rooibos is
flavored with Bergamot oil and pairs well with milk.

The natural sweetness and roasted smoothness of
rooibos blended with the pungent tartness of wild blueberries. A thirst-quenching beverage that combines two
potent, antioxidant-rich elements into one deliciously
healthy treat.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-
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Rooibos

Sacred and
simple.

ROOIBOS Organic
Premium traditional rooibos. Both a smooth, mellow everyday choice and a classic, enjoyable for its surprising
complexity—a woody-fruity flavor combines with notes
of berries and a pleasant roasted mildness.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

SAFARI GREEN
Green rooibos blended with rosehips, honeybush,
safflowers, and pomegranate. A hearty, fruity combo
that tastes as fresh as it does juicy. Excellent both hot
and iced.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

HERBALS

Blended
Non-Blended
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CINNAMON GINSENG Organic

Naturally caffeine-free.

A true cold-buster: Korean ginseng, cinnamon, orange
peel, star anise, ginger, licorice root, and black pepper.
Clears sinuses, soothes sore throats, and enhances
immune response.

Herbals, botanicals, tisanes are infusions that do not
include true tea, yerba mate, or rooibos. The act of in-

Cup 4.75-

fusing herbs and other dried plant items in hot water is

2 oz 134 oz 24-

age-old and the process results in beverages that are
both delicious and loaded with health benefits.

GINGERINE Organic

CHAGA CHAI Organic
Our house-blended herbal chai, bursting with chaga
mushrooms, cinnamon, sunroot, ginger, and a touch
of cardamom. Does will well with milk and sugar.
Cup 5.00-

2 oz 18-

Tangerine, ginger, schizandra berries, and citrus oils
create a well-balanced herbal blend. The tartness of the
citrus and berry elements contrasts perfectly with the
spicy, invigorating ginger for a sweet and lasting finish.
Cup 4.75

4 oz 34-

2 oz 144 oz 26-

HERBAL ELIXER
CHERRY BERRY RUCHI
Blend of cherries, elderberries, rosehips, hibiscus, cranberries, blackberries, and raspberries. Less tart than the
Berry Bunch and naturally sweet.
Cup 4.75

2 oz 11-

Eucalyptus, ginger root, orange peels, mint leaves, and
ginger-orange flavor. This blend is calming, conforting,
and wearming, and the synergy of the different ingredients is ideal for strengthening your immune system.
Cup 4.75

4 oz 20HOLY DETOX

CHILL Organic
Our most popular mint-based blend, Chill combines
peppermint with cardamom, licorice root, and oils of
basil and clove. A soothing blend for sore throats.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 124 oz 22-

2 oz 12-

Holy basil, spearmint, rosehips, lemon myrtle, and
linden blossoms. A perfect balance of mint, basil, and
floral elements.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 124 oz 22-

4 oz 22-

IMMUNITY Organic
DETOX Organic
Lemongrass, rose buds, schizandra berries, rosehips
and lemon oil combined to create a citrusy,
detoxifying blend with notes of berries and flowers
Cup 5-

2 oz 184 oz 34-

A powerful mix of lemongrass, cardamom, ginger roots,
licorice root, black pepper, and peppermint. Naturally
sweet, citrusy, and spicy, it is full of immunity boosting
herbs and roots!
Cup 5

2 oz 144oz 26-

Herbals

HERBALS | Blended

Herbals
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MIDNIGHT BLUE

THE PALM ROOM BLEND Organic

An aromatic, citrus-flavored blend full of energy and
tangy sweetness. Blue lavender, cornflower, blue mallow blossoms, rose petals, and lemongrass.

We blended this exclusively for The Palm Room, our
favorite neighborhood indoor plant nursery in Ballard.
Lemon Verbena, peppermint, and chamomile blend together for a deliciously refreshing yet soothing beverage.

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

PARADISO
FOREST + MEADOW
Delicious blend of forest herbs and berries. Grown,
harvested and blended by same producer as the
Fireweed Black. Fireweed, raspberry leaf, ashberry,
blackberry leaf, foxberry leaf, goldenrod,
meadowsweet, marjarom, johns wort.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

ROSEWOOD
Blend of our Fireweed and organic flowers.
Lavender, yarrow and rose petal balance and
brighten the rich, syrupy notes of the fireweed. A
wonderful tea to pair with desserts or to drink
alone.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

An exotic medley of pineapple, apricot, peach, papaya,
cranberry, hibiscus with mango, passion fruit, and peach
flavors. Paradiso is a sweet and tart treat that tastes
great iced as well as hot.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

SANCTUARY Organic
A soothing blend of herbs famous for their calming
properties: chamomile, lemon myrtle, jasmine blossoms,
peppermint, and lavender.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 154 oz 28-

TEMPLE TONIC Organic
An organic blend designed to nourish and protect
the most sacred temple, our bodies. This organic
blend of ginger, turmeric and orange peel is a
perfect daily brew for your daily dose of immune
support.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 134 oz 24-
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HERBALS | Non-Blended
FIREWEED
Fireweed is popular herb drunk in Russia as a non
caffeinated tea alternative. Naturally grown
without chemical pesticides or fertilizers.
Fireweed is known to be highly anti-inflammatory
while also aiding gastro-intestinal and bronchial
issues.

Cup 4.75-

1 oz 92 oz 18-

CHAMOMILE Organic
Chamomile is a classic relaxation aid and is well
known for its use as a gentle sleep aid and stomach
soother. Our fully organic chamomile from from
Croatia, considered to be the producers of the best
chamomile in the world. Croatian chamomile
are revered for containing the highest concentrations
of the beneficial essential oil.
Cup

4.75

2 oz 114 oz 20-

CHRYSANTHEMUM
High quallity no spray Chrysanthemum from Guanxi
China. This superior grade flower displays a clean
vegetal floral flavor and sweetness.
2 oz 14-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 144 oz 26-

HONEYBUSH Organic
Honeybush is a South African bush similar to Rooibos.
The small leaves infuse to a deep amber-red and taste
similar to rooibos but slightly sweeter.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-

KAVA KAVA
A famous crop of the Pacific Islands, Kava Kava is
known for the effects of its Kavapyrones which are
known to calm and relax our brains.
Cup 4.75-

4 oz 26-

2 oz 84 oz 14-

DARK ROSE

LAVENDER Organic

The spicy and lively dried ginger root is an excellent
digestive aid and tastes great mixed with lemon & honey.

Super fine grade French lavender; lovely, fragrant, and
soothing. Try it alone or blended with other herbs or
teas. It’s even delicious as a latte.

Cup 4.75-

1 oz 92 oz 16-

GINGER Organic
The spicy and lively dried ginger root is an excellent
digestive aid and tastes great mixed with lemon & honey.
Cup 4.75-

Cup 4.75

2 oz 124 oz 22-

LEMONGRASS Organic

2 oz 9-

Lemongrass is widely used in many botanical, mate,
rooibos, and tea blends. Alone, it possesses a clean,
fresh, citrus flavor ideal hot or cold for quenching thirst.

4 oz 16-

Cup 4.75-

2 oz 84 oz 14-

HIBISCUS Organic
Dried hibiscus flowers are naturally high in Vitamin C
and are naturally diuretic. Hibiscus makes an excellent
addition to other botanicals and is delicious alone (hot
or iced) for its tart frutiness.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 84 oz 16

LEMON VERBENA Organic
Lemon Verbena is known for its medicinal properties
that make it useful in aiding digestion. Also helpful for
anxiety and sleep.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 84 oz 14-

Herbals

BUTTERFLY PEA FLOWER
The spicy and lively dried ginger root is an excellent
digestive aid and tastes great mixed with lemon & honey.

LICORICE Organic
Licorice root is naturally sweet and makes an excellent
remedy for a sore throat. It makes a great addition to
other botanicals as a sweetening and cooling ingredient.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 84 oz 14-

NETTLES Wildcrafted
Considered to be one of the most nutritious of wild
herbs. Prescribed for anemia, hay fever, blood circulation, and more.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 84 oz 14-

PEPPERMINT Organic
Delicious, refreshing, and organic Egyptian
peppermint.
Cup

4.75

2 oz 104 oz 18-

ROSEHIPS
Rich in Vitamin C and other antioxidants, these rose
infusions make delicate beverages alone or blended
with other herbals or teas.
Cup 4.75

2 oz 84 oz 14-

SUNROOT
Also known as Jerusalem Artichoke, Sunroot has a
long history of being known for detoxifying and
insulin reducing benefits. This herbal is naturally
sweet with a heavy body and warm flavor,
reminiscent of freshly-baked pastry.
Cup 4.75-

2 oz 114 oz 20-
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